
from two POINTS OF VIEW.

voun„est
child was in the room

; pray

. Ftiow your youiij,

Ji^g**** G0 down to Bcssfe
'

Do now, S'lky-

’4-
”darling. Vt0 going to stay with you, my

Douglas, and laid her pretty
«< I won’t,” said Silky.

„« pet of a mother. ^
She went over

head on her shoulder.
face getting redder and redder.

Poor Mrs. Douglas fe ^ tQ obey her just on that

If only Silky would have n

particular occasion
.

_ Mrs Meadows, rising with great

1,1

f see
*

how it is, Katie, and I pity you much,

"me i wiil talh over matters with you, for you are an

old friend.” Meadowses, looking very trim

of undue laoghter gone, entered the

r

°°nVe must go, my dear children. Say good-bye to your

kind hostess. Thank her for doing her best to make you happy.

Good-bye, Bessie. So this is your birthday. As you grow in

years, may you grow in wisdom.

The hall door was shut, and Mrs. Meadows and her two

daughters walked down the street together. She gave an eagle

glance at both.

“We will not talk of what has occurred—at present,’

she said. “We are just in time for preparation. Afterwards

comes the quiet hour in mother’s room.”

( To be continued.)

Terrestrial and Sun-like Planets.

By J. E. Gore, F.R.A.S.

The planets composing the solar system may be divided into

three groups:— I. The “ terrestrial planets,” including Mercury,

Venus, the Earth, and Mars
;

2. The minor planets, or asteroids

as they are sometimes called, which form a ring or zone of small

planets revolving round the sun between the orbits of Mars and

Jupiter ;
and 3. The large planets, sometimes called the major

planets, which include Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.

The terrestrial planets, Mercury, Venus, and Mars are so-called

because they present many points of resemblance to the Earth.

The length of the day in each is probably nearly the same ;
the

inclination of the planet’s equator to the plane of its orbit in all

very similar. Each probably possesses an atmosphere of

analogous composition to our own ;
and each has pto a >

surface diversified with land and water. In the case of the

Earth we have the equatorial regions, although very warm faul

y

habitable by living creatures, while the regions,11:

‘

surrounding the poles are probably
in Mercury and

This state of things may possibh
, ,

1 eat are so

Venus. In these planets, where the total

much greater than we receive, the equa or
‘®

^eat, wb ile the

probably uninhabitable, owing to t e ^ enoygh t0 form

regions round the poles may P°^s ‘

- with Venus in

the abode of life. This is very probably the^ ^ ^
particular, where the total heat recene

The excessive

more than double the amount we iaxe 0

tronomer to be about

brightness of its surface found }
011

. f the fu ll moon

!

ten times as bright as the as freshly-

and reflecting, according to Zoll
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tint most of its light is reflected

nW would »"F*/ Lnse clouds, which would of course

fa"en
ersistent

stratum of d
the surface of the planet

f

X< considerably would therefore mitigate to a
refl

f This heavy cloud stx
&nd heat of the Sun, and if

S iderable
extent tW® ^ then ,o the inhabitants of

sufficiently
dense and pc ^ stars wln for ever remain

Venus, if any the" *• “
u ,

the cloudy canopy covers all,

unseen by them, for, l>Ke ^ than Venus, but stdl ,te

nich hotter than Venus, but still its

Mercury must be very ® ^ tolerably cool, and, possibly

polar regions may pe F^ ^ knQW litt le
,
may serve to

physical
conditions, ° ^ which its surface is apparently

moderate the intense
M js much less luminous than

subjected. As, mveve
, ab < not so cloud-laden. This is

Venus, its

pemling> who finds that the markings on

lfcrcu”y« much more easily seen than those on Venus, and

za , finds that it reflects only .2* per cent of the solar

Z, very similar therefore, in this particular, to the Moon

which reflects about 12 per cent of the incident solar light

Mars, we know, possesses land and water, an atmosphere, and

length of days similar to ours, and seasons which, though

of longer duration, are not widely different from those which

we experience. Its supply of heat is, of course, very much less,

but still its equatorial regions, assisted by special physical

conditions, may possibly be much warmer than we might at first

sight be disposed to imagine. The more equable distribution of

land and water on its surface, which we know exists on Mars,

would also tend to equalise the temperature, and possibly

render the planet—at least in regions near the equator—

a

fitting abode for some forms of animal life. Probably, however,
a slight excess of heat would be more favourable to animal
xistence than a deficiency of solar warmth, and on the whole

Jf?w
1

1y™d-VelleVe that °f aU the Planets of the SOla ‘

n
’ Venus is the one most lium.. u.. c^ntient

system,

beinas 'i;Ua'

1US

'.V*

16 °ne most likely to be inhabited by sentient

small planets'^ of Tli

N
^
Xt

.

to Mars
>
we have a zone or ring of

which we know little

6

--
hyS

'?al condition and habitability 0

that they are ver

^
°u

notk 'n £- All we know about them * s >

planets on the onJi
Sm

^
’ an<^ ^kerefore, unlike the terrestria

between which two I

3” ’ and the “giant” planets on the other,

When '« comeTPS ‘hey are ^“ated
examine the large planets we find a
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condition of things totally different from the “u™ •

planets. They ace all very Urge bodies,

*
than the Earth in volume; very much lighter in density than
the Earth ;

rotating on their axes much more rapidly and
surrounded by atmospheres evidently much more extensive than
our own. Considering the small specific gravity of these gigantic
planets, we are compelled to consider that their physical* con-
dition must be wholly different from that of the Earth. The
density of Jupiter does not differ much from that of the Sun.

That of Saturn is about 0.68 (water being unity). That of

Uranus about the same as water; and that of Neptune some-

what less. Considering their enormous absolute mass, in the

case of Jupiter 317 times, and in the case of Uranus about

fourteen and a-half times the mass of the Earth, and that this

mass must act with great force to compress the materials from

the surface towards the centre of the planet, we see at once that

their condition must be utterly unlike that of the Earth. In the

case of the Sun its small density is easily and satisfactorily

explained by its intense heat, which is sufficient to maintain its

surface in the gaseous state, but unless we assume a somewhat

similar state of things in the large planets, we are unable to

explain why their density should be so small. Let us see what

evidence observation affords in support of this view. The

"‘belts” of Jupiter are familiar to almost everyone, at least in

name. These are darkish markings on the planet’s apparent

surface, usually parallel to the planets equatoi, and ma) je seen

with telescopes of moderate power, though of course ar^'

instruments are necessary to examine their detai s ^atib ac

These belts are not permanent featuies, but are su jee t>

and rapid changes both in form and position, i o\

consider the great distance of Jupiter from the Sun-more tl

five times greater than .ha, of the Earth-and d, . the heat

derived from the great central luminaiy ir vn a
^ ^ fh(, ^nn

-

3

of the square of the distance, we see how little effect the Sun’s

ot the square of the distance, we
. .

>s atm0sphere.

heat can have in producing changes J
,,e of causing

Some other cause must therefore be a u
> ^ vas j- distance

changes of such magnitude as to be visi e

R ^ the well-

which separates the Earth from Jnp 1 er^ spots on Jupiter

known astronomer, has attempted to
,

S 1 <

c un are most numerous,

are more prevalent when spots °" t

phenomena may have their

and he considers that possibly bo 1



terrestrial
a„d

sun-uke eeanets.

. -lar
cosmical cause. This view

is

- •„ in the same or sum* ^ ,hat the red colour of the

“'T'edbyMr.Brown"... f sun spot maxima. An

“Coincides «i.h ‘he Seal ***• and measuring so*

enormous
reddish

spotiof breadth has been visible for

'
000 miles in Ml*

hfsouthern
hemisphere of the planet,

some years past on the
in this spot, but perhaps

Curious changes have b
c,ed with it is that the period of

the most remarkable ia
utcd from observations of this

Jupiter’s
rotation on^ts -

* since the spot first became

spot, has been slowly
conclude that the rotation

visible. Now from ana
;

least so uniform during a period

e-W »f “Sons could detect any change. The

of nine yeais the
would seem to indicate

motion
*0! its own over the disc of the

c and this, combined with the changes in appearance it has.

dergonc, and its enormous magnitude, would imply the action

Of forces which have no parallel on Karth. It must be added,

however, that some astronomers—including Professoi Hough

and Mr. Lynn—are of opinion that the red spot forms “a

portion of the actual body of Jupiter,” and that consequently

the increase in the rotation period is real and not meiely

apparent! As the solar heat is evidently incapable of pro-

ducing the observed changes in the belts and markings on

Jupiter, there seems to be no escape from the conclusion that

the forces at work have their origin within the globe of the

planet itself. In the case of Saturn we have a somewhat similar

condition of things. “ Belts ” are also visible here, but of course,

owing to its greater distance from the Earth, any changes which
uia) occui in them are not so easily observed as those on
.upitcr. The markings on Saturn are however undoubtedly

e, both in size and position, and, like those on Jupiter, of

SiinT°
US ^'mens ‘ons - As the mean distance of Saturn from the

48a or

bK
K

ter t^lat
J uPiter in the proportion of 886 to

diminished

°

Ut

u
CVeri

-

t0 S ’x
’ we have the solar heat furthei

12 1 to a6 nt-

0
’

16

[
ati° squares of these numbers, are a s

the Sun is lescU^
^ wor

^
s

’ the heat derived by Saturn from

see therefore How"
°n

n
third °f that received by Jupiter,

We

producing
chanpe-

SI

^
a

c
^ e êct the Sun’s heat can have m

the very small densi’r'

1

/o'
1™ S atmosphere. Considering a^°

y of Saturn’s globe—not much more than
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half that of Jupiter—the argument in favour of internal u
Jupiter is further strengthened in the case of the ? ,

ln

The immense distance of Uranus from the Sun
^ P anet ”

from obtaining much evidence respecting its physJ’SwT
and this remark applies of course with greater force in th

’

of Neptune. Traces of belts, however, on the disc of Uranus
have recently been detected with some of the monster telescopes
of modern days, and observations of these markings seem to
indicate that the period of rotation does not differ much from
ten hours, as in the case of Jupiter and Saturn. Examined
with the spectroscope, the light of Uranus exhibits a very

remarkable spectrum, showing several absorption bands, one

of which apparently coincides with a well known line in the

spectrum of hydrogen. This, of course, implies that free

hydrogen gas exists in the planet’s atmosphere, and seems to

suggest that the inherent heat of the planet is sufficiently great

to separate water into its component gases ! The spectrums of

J
upiter and Saturn also present peculiarities different from that

of ordinary reflected sunlight, but not in so remarkable a

degree as that of Uranus.

If we consider the members of the Solar System to have

been originally formed from the condensation of an enormous

heated nebulous mass, as in the Nebular Hypothesis of Laplace,

or by some other process of evolution, as many astronomers

suppose, then it would follow that the large planets umild

originally be much more highly heated than the earth. They

would also, owing to their greater size, cool down more slowly,
*v VJU1U Cl 1 JVj V VV llls^ O £ 1 ij L.

so that for both these reasons we might expect to n ia

the large planets are still hotter than the Eart e

from the evidence of mines, deep Artesian we s, vo cano >

hot springs, that even the Earth, which has long since cooled

down on ils surface, still retains in its

primeval heat. In the large planets tie
conc jude

still exists even on their surfaces. em
^^ than

that, although hotter than the Ear ,

>
0f COU rse parts

the Sun, which, owing to its vast y gre
’

wou |d seem to

with its heat still more slowly. In a
-

,
jmmense

be evidence in favour of the the°°
between the Sun and

planets are in an intermediate u
possessing

the - terrestrial " planet. If we look “F" ££Je intri„sic

inherent heat, we may suppose t c

T
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sun-like plan ets.

TEKRESTM> —
• A pd they are merely at a dull red

"7
r their own, unless,

*nde
’

If( however, they do

S Which woe'!1 r'^Ully expect to find that these

emi.' any lfel* « with greater brightness m our nigh,

rL
r Planets

would shine
relative distances from the

sky than would * „hat evidence observation affords

Sun and Earth. Let '

* etric observations.Zollner found

0„ this point- p,^er

P
of MarS) or its “albedo, as it is called

that the reflective p ^ Jn other words, that Mars reflects

by astronomers, is

|; ht it receives from the Sun. For

about 26}i Per
cent '

((
°

,b „do
--

&
of 0.62 ;

that is a reflective power

Jupiter he found an yhite paper being 70), or more than

of 62 per. ccn
( nearly four times that of the Moon, of

^“Thefound the “albedo” only 0.1736. We must recollect,

which he
flectcd light from Mars is absorbed to some

extenTby the planet’s atmosphere ;
in fact, a double absorption

takes place first in passing from the Sun through the atmos-

phere to the planet’s surface, and then back again to the Earth.

Making due allowance for this, however, it is evident that the

brightness of Jupiter is considerably gieatei than that of Mais,

and if we consider that a large portion of Jupiter’s disc is

darkened by belts and spots, we must conclude that the brighter

parts of its surface must be very bright indeed— probably

considerably brighter than snow. Taking the mean distance

of Jupiter from the Sun as 483 millions of miles, and that of

Mars as 141 millions, we have, as light varies inversely as the

square of the distance, solar light on Mars equal to 1 1-734 times

solar light on Jupiter. Now, in opposition, the diameter of

Jupiter s disc is about forty-eight seconds of arc, and that of

Mais about twenty-four seconds. Hence the apparent area of
prter* disc is four times that of Mars. We should therefore

times

1

that ^of 1 ^ t0 11 734 divided by 4 ,
or 2.933

opposition
•

J upiter* Now Zollner found that Jupiter in

brighr than * •*“ °f thc first

,

standard. Frr tu-
ma2nitudes brighter than the same

to 1.2821 times h • u
UC 'ldVe brightness of Jupiter equal

hght of Mars s
i

oP ^ars - But, as shown above, the

hence
Jupiter

i s no
6 2-933 times the light of Jupiter, and

br‘ghter than it shoiiH 7 Ultlpliecl by 2.933, or 3-76 tilTieS

Same
reflective poWer 7.^

lf the two planets possessed the

° ner found an “ albedo ” (or reflective
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power) for Mars of 0.2672. Hence we have “albedo”
equal to 0.2672 multiplied by 3.76, equal to 1 0046

This result, which implies that Jupiter emits slightly mom
light than it receives, seems improbable, but a similar
was arrived at some years since by the American astronomer
Bond. In the case of Uranus, compared with Jupiter wc
have the mean distances from the Sun, 1782 and 483 millions

of miles respectively, and their respective apparent diameters

.4 seconds and 48 seconds. From these data I find that Jupiter

should be I959 84 times the brightness of Uranus. Now the

stellar magnitude of Uranus being 5.46, and that of Jupiter 2.52

according to Zollner, we have the observed light of Jupiter

•equal to 1556 times light of Uranus. Hence we have the

“Albedo” of Uranus (assuming Zollner’s value for Jupiter) equal

to X 0-62, or 0.78, a brightness equal to that of freshly

fallen snow, a result which certainly points to a considerable

amount of inherent luminosity in this distant planet, and

obviously tends to confirm the spectroscopic evidence of heat

sufficient to dissociate water.

If we agree to consider the large planets as being in a highly

heated condition, we must, of course, abandon the idea that they

can possibly form the abodes of life, and the description of some

writers of the splendour of Saturn’s sky with its rings and

satellites, as viewed by an inhabitant of Saturn, must be gneii

up as a pleasant dream. The case may, however, be very

different with the satellites which circle round them, and these

giant planets may very possibly play the part of miniature buns

to their attendant Moons. Indeed, Saturn s system seems to

form a sort of miniature of the Solar >
stem.

revoiv jn cr

satellites, corresponding to the eight arger P
admitted

round the Sun, and a system of rings
1

jm ;|ar even in its

to consist of a swarm of minute sate 1 s

between the

divisions to the zone of minor planets revolving beta

orbits of Mars and Jupiter.
find tliat Jupiter’s

Seen from Jupiter’s nearest sa c
< ^ n ;netecn degrees

-enormous globe would show a ls,c
, • would vary

in diameter. From the other satel 1

^ Mimas,
the nearest

from twelve to about four degiees.
. a d jsc of no less

satellite of Saturn, the planet would
1 with the encircling

than thirty-three degrees in diame e .
’

t of light, and

ring system, would afford a considerable
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le in the midnight sky of Mimas,

form a
magnificent

Uranl|Si the planet would show a

Seen from the satellite
^_haif to five degrees.

disc varjdng from fifteen R

J ^ amount of light and heat

We see,
therefore, systems from their primary

received by the satellites addition to the scanty

may possibly fo«m a

gun atld that the existence of some

supply received from
may be more probable than their

f„L of life on then su face m y^ ^ ^^ |ea<J us (<>

great distance from the zui

imagine.

Holidays in Lakeland Fifty-nine

Years Ago.

INTRODUCTION.

“ When you were young, dear Grannie, and in the school-

room, how did you spend your holidays ? They must have

been awfully slow, for then you had no railways, no anything, as

we have now !

”

So said a lively young grand-daughter to me one day last

August. Her course of hard study, High School, classes, &c., & c.,

was over for a time, and her pretty young head was full of an

excursion to Wales which she had in prospect, and no doubt she

was wondering if I could ever have felt as she did then.

I wished her to know how blissful my girlhood had been

nearly sixty years ago, but we were sitting in the gloaming and

the time for my nap was at hand, so I promised I would write

her an account of the way I spent my holidays some day, and

she could compare them with her own. Of course hers won id

be charming, but I would not allow that mine and m\ si ter.

were less so, although we had “no railways, no anything, as

she expressed it.

LETTER NO. I.

My dear E.-In my early days we l»d “ »

H ive weeks at Christmas and two mon
•

^Ve had

instituted our holidays, and real holidays1 we loved her

he same governess for twenty years, an , » ondon and

iearly, i, tvas a happy day when she vanished ,o

^ ^
eft us to pack up for the move to

trunks and
™-i._ _ r , not require the lai^c


